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Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins! 

bed fed bed Ted red Ned bed

red led led fed led Ted fed

fed Ned red wed fed bed red

led red Ted Ted Ned red led

wed Ted Ned led red wed Ted

bed wed fed red Ted red bed
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Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins! 

bled Ted fled bed red sped Ted

sped fled bled sped Ted shed wed

bed bred shed wed bled fled shed

fled shed sped red shed bled bed

sped bled Ned fled wed fled fled

shed wed red bed shed sped bled

Includes	blends	
&	digraphs
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Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins! 

yet set wet set met let net

get pet yet jet net get wet

bet net bet net pet bet met

let jet get met set set let

met set let let vet pet bet

vet pet met get bet yet get

Four in a Row



Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins! 

fret let get fret whet get bet

bet whet fret vet pet let met

get jet fret bet let yet get

whet fret jet whet jet bet fret

let met let set whet met yet

fret whet bet fret get net whet

Four in a Row et #2
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Includes	blends	
&	digraphs



Four in a Row
Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins! 

Ben ten Ben ten pen men Ben

den pen den hen men pen den

hen hen men pen Ben ten pen

men men hen Ben den hen ten

pen den pen men hen den men

ten Ben ten den ten Ben hen

en #1
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Includes	blends	
&	digraphs
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Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins! 

then men pen when ten pen hen

when hen then pen when men then

den Ben den then Ben den Ben

Ben then Ben men den hen men

hen when hen Ben then when den

men den when ten hen then when

Includes	blends	
&	digraphs
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Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins! 

bell tell jell dell sell dell sell

cell well well cell Nell cell Nell

dell jell tell bell fell bell fell

fell bell sell jell dell jell dell

Nell cell Nell well cell well cell

sell dell fell tell bell tell bell
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Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins! 

dwell dell Nell tell well dell spell

shell smell sell shell spell bell dwell

spell shell dwell smell cell tell swell

swell spell bell well fell smell Nell

smell jell cell spell swell shell sell

bell fell swell
n

tell well jell smell

Includes	blends	
&	digraphs



Four in a Row
Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins! 

beck neck deck deck neck deck peck

deck beck neck peck deck peck deck

neck peck peck neck beck neck peck

peck deck beck deck neck beck neck

beck peck deck neck peck deck deck

peck neck neck beck deck neck beck

eck
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Four in a Row
Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins! 

check deck peck fleck peck speck wreck

speck peck beck deck check peck deck

beck wreck beck fleck neck beck check

fleck neck wreck fleck deck fleck

deck fleck check beck deck wreck beck

wreck peck deck speck fleck check check

eck #2
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check



Four in a Row
Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins! 

bed ten when bed sped wet Ted

sped pen then hen whet vet set

bet get Ben fret then pet when

fret fled let fed net Ben red

Ben men den bred led fret whet

den hen when met bet Ned then

ed, et, en
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Four in a Row
Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins! 

bell neck speck bet fret bell wet

cell tell beck get whet cell yet

beck fleck jell let bet dell fret

dell swell Nell deck wet bell yet

fell wreck sell tell pet sell swell

well smell well met net tell smell

ell, eck, et
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Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins! 

bed smell bell bled sell pet ten

bet fed shell then pen fled set

Ben fret led men whet spell wed

bred peck hen Ned net tell shed

wreck den red let swell Ted wet

deck shell smell beck neck when yet
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